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Vassar was an Australian lifestyle brand created in Melbourne, Australia and owned by the fashion brand Vassar Bros. The store
was located in the central business district of Melbourne. The store closed in November 2016. History Junk + Vassar was

launched in early 2012. The first store opened in the Melbourne Central precinct, and the idea was for the store to be a place for
local, independent designers to showcase their collections. The first store was a vibrant combination of a vintage shop, the studio
for local artists, and a community hair and beauty salon, combined with a large gathering space. In 2013, the first store opened
in Hobart, Tasmania. Other stores opened in Sydney (August 2013) and Melbourne (December 2013). In April 2014, the first

store in Canada opened in Toronto, Ontario. In January 2015, the first store opened in San Francisco, California. The final store
opened in June 2016. In March 2015, Junk + Vassar closed its concept store in the Melbourne Central precinct, and open its

first concept store in the North Melbourne shopping centre, later re-branded as the Kmart K Centre. This concept store, named
the 'KMVC' was a great opportunity for Vassar Bros to test a large scale retail format, that offered a cohesive selection of men’s,

women’s and kids’ fashion and lifestyle goods. The store was well received in the community, and won several awards. On 7
September 2015, the supermarket chain Kmart announced it would be expanding to its first standalone Vassar stores, with the

first stores in Monash (27 September) and Bendigo (31 October). These stores will bring the Vassar brand to a shopping suburb
in the Australian heartland. In September 2016 the South Australian location closed, the remaining Australia-wide stores

continued to operate. In May 2016, New York-based private investment firm Onex Corporation acquired the brand in a deal
that values the brand at $11 million. In January 2017, Onex reported that the brand had been sold. It is unclear if the entire

company has
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children with advanced pediatric cancer undergoing

outpatient chemotherapy at a hospital in Malaysia. It is
crucial to obtain informed consent from children when

they are offered ongoing outpatient chemotherapy.
Understanding the needs and circumstances of children

is essential in order to inform them of the risks and
benefits associated with the procedure. The informed
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consent form (ICF) is a standard tool used to alert
children to potential risks, benefits and treatment goals

and to facilitate child participation in the decision-
making process. However, children with advanced

cancer present with unique challenges and the specialized
content needs to be adapted for this patient population.

This ICF was prepared for children with advanced
cancer (ages 0 to 18 years) in our outpatient palliative
care and adult cancer chemotherapy unit. Following

review of the literature, we gathered information from
patients and caregivers, and included those suggestions.

The ICF was tested for ease of understanding, readability
and clarity. The ease of 3e33713323
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